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WHY INVEST IN
HAWAII REAL ESTATE?

Passive income: Though you do have to put some work into real estate
investing, it's typically not the sort of investment that requires a 40-hour
work week. Once you get things set up, you can sit back and watch profits roll
in. Especially if you can hire a property manager to handle things for you, real
estate investing can be simple and stress-free.
Long-term security: Real estate investing doesn't fluctuate as quickly as
things like the stock market or cryptocurrency exchange. This makes it ideal
for people who prefer long-term investment strategies. Investing in real
estate can ensure you still have reliable income years later.
Reliable returns: One of the main things to consider for any investment is the
return rate. Real estate is one of the most reliable forms of investment. In the
long run, investors usually make a return of around 10.3%. This slightly
outperforms the S&P 500 index, meaning that real estate investment can
provide better outcomes than stock investments.
Inflation protection: Each year, the value of a dollar tends to drop a little. Due
to inflation, your savings can actually lose value over time. However, when
inflation rises, the cost of products rises as well. Since real estate prices tend
to increase along with inflation, they keep your assets from depreciating.
Control over your own finances: When you invest in real estate, you become
your own boss. You get to make important decisions and avoid actions that
don't suit your goals or needs. This can provide a lot of peace of mind to
investors.
Leverage other people's funds: Real estate tends to be more accessible to the
average investor because you don't have to have all the money upfront. Since
the mortgage process is so straightforward, you're essentially investing with
the bank's money instead of your own. This provides major growth
opportunities without requiring you to save up a bunch of money first.

When you're trying to find a reliable and effective form of investing, real estate
can be an excellent option. Investing in Hawaii real estate comes with many
advantages, including:
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Of course, many of these benefits can be found by
investing in almost any type of real estate. Why choose
Hawaii over another market? Hawaii has some unique
advantages that aren't available when investing in
other parts of the world.

Due to its desirable location, Hawaii has one of the
most expensive real estate markets in the nation. As of
March 2022, the medium home price is $1.15 million.
This is a record high due to housing costs increasing
21.1% in the last year alone. National home prices have
increased by 20.2% which means Hawaii's real estate
market is hotter than national averages.

Another perk of Hawaii is that roughly 44% of the
residents rent instead of owning homes. The high
amount of renters make the state ideal for those who
prefer to rent out investment properties instead of
buying and selling. You can typically find a renter with
ease because the state is experiencing a shortage of
rental properties. Unlike in other markets, you won't
have to worry about your rental property sitting
around empty while you lose money.

For investors who are bored with basic houses, the
stunning locations and architecture of Hawaii are a
must-see opportunity. This beautiful region is home
to uniquely gorgeous properties. Soaring modern
condos, oceanside mansions, and split-level mountain
homes are everyday houses in Hawaii. When you can
get passionate about the real estate you're investing
in, you have a better chance of success. If you want to
explore very exciting real estate investment options,
Hawaii is definitely the market for you.

A final advantage of investing in Hawaii real estate is
that the state has some unique laws surrounding real
estate. Hawaii is one of the only states to commonly
use leasehold ownership. This unique real estate
relationship involves one person buying the rights to a
long-term lease. The purchaser gets all rights to the
property, including the ability to renovate it, for
around 30 to 99 years, and then it reverts to the
original owner. This has some big perks for investors
because initial upfront costs are very low. You lock in
a reduced rental rate for years to come and can use
the property for rentals or other investment plans.
Leasehold ownership can be particularly useful for
those buying condos to convert to short-term rentals.

WHY INVEST IN HAWAII
REAL ESTATE?

https://solanagrover.com/hawaii-real-estate-strategy-call/
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$1.15
MILLION

T H E  A V E R A G E  H O M E  I N
H A W A I I  C U R R E N T L Y  C O S T S

To get a better idea of what it's like to invest in Hawaii, let's take a look at the current real estate
market. The average home in Hawaii currently costs $1.15 million. However, keep in mind that this
price includes a lot of very unusual, high-end homes. When you take a look at average costs for
typical Hawaii homes, you get a more accurate idea of market conditions. As of June 2022, the
average mid-tier home in Hawaii costs $901,000. The typical condo in Hawaii costs $659,000.



A HOT MARKET

Lalaoa
Wailea
Napili-Honokowai
Lahaina
Mililani Mauka
Holualoa
Mililani Town
Hawaiian Paradise Park

Experts classify the Hawaiian real estate
market as fairly hot. This seems to be due to
the increase in demand and the lack of
supply. There has been a 20% decline in the
number of listed homes this year, so
interested buyers have to spend more time
hunting for great finds. When they do find a
good property, they often have to act fast
and pay a little extra to outbid other buyers.
45.6% of Hawaii homes end up selling above
the listing price. The cities with the fastest
growing sales prices include:



In general, Hawaii real estate is still
continuing to recover from the pandemic.
Reports from CBRE indicate that a few
specific areas of Hawaii real estate are
doing particularly well. Residential real
estate is the island's strongest investment
at the moment. There have been very high
price increases in all residential sectors.
Multifamily housing and apartments have
particularly strong performances. Hotels
and other tourism-related properties are
also having remarkable returns. Industry
experts predict a 69% increase in
occupancy rates in 2022. Hawaii's
industrial real estate market has also
managed to weather all the COVID turmoil
remarkably well, with promising rental
rates and real estate availability holding
fairly steady.

Some other sectors aren't doing quite
as well. The retail real estate sector
has been slow to recover. Retail rental
rates have still slightly decreased by
roughly $0.22 per square foot in the
last year. However, there has been a
huge uptick in shopping and foot
traffic in Hawaii lately, so industry
experts predict a robust return.
Meanwhile, office real estate continues
to decline as more and more
companies move to remote working
opportunities. Hawaii's office real
estate market seems poised to face the
same downturn as the national office
real estate market.

Keep in mind that Hawaii's real estate
outlooks vary based on location and
real estate type. Oahu tends to
command fairly high prices, especially
in hot areas like East Oahu and
Downtown. Oahu is unique because
both residential and commercial real
estate performs very well in this
region. Meanwhile, Maui and Big
Island do well in the housing and hotel
sectors. Big Island has particularly
high prices for rentals, and Maui has
very high prices for home purchases.
Kauai and Molokai real estate costs are
still well above national averages, but
they are cheaper than the rest of the
Hawaii islands. Compared to the rest
of the state, housing sales have
declined on Maui and Kauai.

REAL ESTATE
OUTLOOK

https://solanagrover.com/hawaii-real-estate-strategy-call/
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DEVELOPING A
STRATEGY

What type of investment
properties Hawaii do
you want to consider?

Investing in Hawaii requires understanding your goals and choosing the right property to meet those
milestones. Investment properties Hawaii islands can provide both income and appreciation over the
long-term. Knowing how to make money investing in Hawaii real estate will factor into if you are
successful. If you are considering real estate investing in Hawaii, you will want to ask yourself these
questions before you buy any property.

First, you will need to determine if investing in a
residential or commercial property is a better strategy
for you.

Commercial property is real estate that is used for
business or anything with five or more units. It can
include office space, retail, industrial, multifamily (five
units or more) or hotel. A benefit to a commercial
investment is leases are typically longer than
residential leases. This means you won’t have to spent
time rewriting leases or finding new tenants.
However, commercial space is usually more expensive
and requires a higher initial investment. Plus, if the
space is vacant the monthly costs are more than
residential space sitting empty.

Residential investments are those made on a single
home, condo, or residence. They often require less
money upfront than commercial space. However,
leases typically run for a year so you may find you
need to find new tenants more frequently.

Short-term rentals – Hawaii’s current market has
made short-term rental investments incredibly
lucrative, especially if you are patient and willing to do
the work of attracting renters and creating positive
experiences. A solidly-booked Airbnb rental is often
more profitable than renting the same property to a
long-term single tenant.

Through research, you may decide you don’t want to
lease the property but rather use it and hold for a
period until it appreciates. You could use the property
as a secondary home instead of renting it out.

S O L A N A G R O V E R . C OM



What type of investment
properties Hawaii do
you want to consider?

What is your budget?

Are you investing by
yourself or with a
partner?

Where do you start
looking?

First, you will need to determine if investing in a
residential or commercial property is a better strategy
for you.

Commercial property is real estate that is used for
business or anything with five or more units. It can
include office space, retail, industrial, multifamily (five
units or more) or hotel. A benefit to a commercial
investment is leases are typically longer than
residential leases. This means you won’t have to spent
time rewriting leases or finding new tenants.
However, commercial space is usually more expensive
and requires a higher initial investment. Plus, if the
space is vacant the monthly costs are more than
residential space sitting empty.

Residential investments are those made on a single
home, condo, or residence. They often require less
money upfront than commercial space. However,
leases typically run for a year so you may find you
need to find new tenants more frequently.

Before buying any investment property, you need to
determine your budget. You’ll want to do some
number crunching so that you are realistic in the type
of investment. A budget will help you decide what type
of property you can afford and narrow your prospect
list.

When you’re calculating the budget be sure to include
agency fees, renovations or updates, furnishing, or
expenses needed to get the space ready to be leased.

Your budget should outline your initial investment
and anticipated monthly income. You will also want to
understand the property’s monthly expenses
including maintenance, taxes, and insurance. Some
properties may include HOA or condo fees that should
be considered in your final budget.

You should also account for vacancies and establish an
emergency fund for any unexpected expenses such as
a new roof, furnace, or hot water heater.

Some people want to be in full control, others don’t,
and this will likely impact your answer to this
question.

Investing by yourself provides you sole authority on all
decisions about the property. It gives autonomy many
people seek in an investment. For those who have
time, going alone may make a lot of sense. You can
make all the decisions and don’t have to rely on
anyone else’s feedback.

With the high prices involved with real estate
investing in Hawaii, 0thers find partnering up a more
feasible route. Partnering with a friend, family, or
other investor can help provide a larger amount of
money to invest and provide more opportunities. If
you choose to go with a partner you need to be
comfortable with the implications of the agreement.

There are advantages and disadvantages to either
decision. With a partner you can share the funding,
risk, work, and learn from each other. However, it will
also require increased need for coordination,
responsibility, and advanced planning and structuring.
For many, they just don’t want to deal with any
potential friction that could result from decision
making.

Real-estate 101 is location, location, location. For any
investment property you will want to pick a space that
will attract renters so that you make a profit.

You’ll want to check your emotions at the door before
you enter any investment property and keep circling
back to your goals. What you look for in an investment
property should be different than what you look for in
your full-time home.

Any investment decision is about the numbers. You
will want to compare properties in the area to
understand how investments compare in size,
amenities, and condition. You’ll want to look for
properties that provide the highest rent for the lowest
price and maintenance fees.

Before you purchase investment properties in Hawaii
it will be important to get to know the area. Search for
area rentals to get an idea of rates and amenities
tenants expect.



CHOOSING A
STRATEGY
THAT WORKS
FOR YOU

Who will manage the
property?
First, you will need to determine if investing in a
residential or commercial property is a better strategy
for you.

Commercial property is real estate that is used for
business or anything with five or more units. It can
include office space, retail, industrial, multifamily (five
units or more) or hotel. A benefit to a commercial
investment is leases are typically longer than
residential leases. This means you won’t have to spent
time rewriting leases or finding new tenants.
However, commercial space is usually more expensive
and requires a higher initial investment. Plus, if the
space is vacant the monthly costs are more than
residential space sitting empty.

Residential investments are those made on a single
home, condo, or residence. They often require less
money upfront than commercial space. However,
leases typically run for a year so you may find you
need to find new tenants more frequently.

Investment properties make money through cash flow
and appreciation. Cash flow is generated from the
rental income after your expenses have been paid. A
good investment will have your tenants paying your
mortgage and providing extra money in your pocket
after expenses. Long-term your investment can
provide appreciation value, paying off when you
decide to sell the property.

Rent revenue isn’t the only benefit to investing in
Hawaii, there are also tax benefits. You will be able to
deduct certain expenses which may include property
tax, property insurance, mortgage interest,
management fees, repairs, and advertising. Don’t
forget to keep good records and all of your receipts.

https://solanagrover.com/hawaii-real-estate-strategy-call/
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POPULAR METHODS OF
INVESTING IN HAWAII
REAL ESTATE

Real estate investing comes in many forms. Depending on your assets and goals,
you may want to consider trying one or more of these investment methods.

Rental properties are ideal for investors who want
some sort of reliable, monthly income. You rent a
home to someone, their money goes towards the
mortgage of the property, and you make a profit while
building equity. The other great thing about this
investment opportunity is that it can be as small or
large of a project as you desire. Some investors just
rent out a single home while others have multifamily
properties that contain several renters. Hawaii has
some especially promising investment options for
short-term rentals since there is such a big demand
for temporary vacation homes.

Scouting a good rental property is typically the first
step toward succeeding as an investor. When you're
managing rental properties in Hawaii, location is
everything. Look for properties that are in desirable
areas for either tourists or residents in need of a
home. Trendy cities like Puako, Kailua, Wailuku, Hilo,
and East Honolulu can all be ideal for rentals. If you're
new to renting, it's a good idea to select a property in
good condition. This lets you get started on renting
right away without having to spend a lot of time and
money cleaning it up first.

Getting your funds in order can take a little time.
When you aren't going to be living in the home
yourself, lenders usually have stricter rules on
mortgage requirements. You'll usually need at least a
20% down payment for the property, and a good credit
score is essential. Landlords tend to have a lot of
smaller expenses, like property maintenance, taxes,
and landlord insurance. Expect somewhere between
35% to 80% of your rental income to go towards these
expenses.

If you want to be a landlord, you need to be fully aware
of how Hawaii's rental laws work. Especially if the
property is a leasehold property, renting it to others
can come with some extra paperwork. Make sure you
work with an experienced real estate lawyer instead of
drafting up a casual arrangement yourself. This
provides protection for both you and the tenant. It
ensures you don't accidentally break any rules, and it
helps you get your rent payment on time.

You'll also have some responsibilities to fulfill while
your tenant leases from you. Keep in mind that it will
be your job to ensure the property has functioning
HVAC, plumbing, electrical, and water systems. Some
landlords handle maintenance and repairs themselves,
but this can be tricky when you have multiple
properties. Try to get a realistic idea of how much
time this will take and factor it into your rent. In these
situations, it may be easier to hire a property manager
who can do things like vet tenants, collect payments,
and schedule maintenance for you.

01
RENTAL
PROPERTIES



Another popular choice for investors is flipping
houses. Flipping houses essentially means buying
properties that need work, fixing them up, and then
selling them at a profit. Many people want to give
flipping a try because there are so many popular
reality television shows that make it look fun and
simple. Though real-life flipping can be surprisingly
complex, it is a very effective form of investment.
Good flippers can make hundreds of thousands of
dollars with just a small amount of work.

If you're considering flipping homes, it is important to
be aware that this isn't a passive form of income. You
cannot expect a huge return on your investment
unless you are involved in the project. The typical
flipper has to plan extensive renovation projects and
coordinate with multiple other professionals. Many
flippers get directly involved in the repairs. You can
save a lot of money by doing simple things like
painting yourself. Flippers who take the time to get
specialized training and get a license as a general
contractor or another professional can save even more
money. Ultimately, flipping is less of a passive
investment strategy and more of a side job.

There are two basic strategies to consider when
finding properties to flip. One strategy focuses on
finding great deals. These flippers shop for houses
that are underpriced because the owners are
experiencing financial difficulties. Browsing bank-sold
houses and real estate auctions can let you get homes
for very cheap. These homes are often sold as-is, so
you won't know how many repairs are needed until
you take possession of the property. Especially in
foreclosed homes, there is a chance you will have
issues like vandalism or stolen fixtures. However,
since they're so cheap, you can easily cover the costs
of repairs and then sell the property for a higher price.

The other strategy is about finding homes that need a
lot of work. These can be houses that were damaged in
a storm, flood, or fire, or they might just be old and
outdated homes. Flippers will need to make the home
structurally sound again and renovate the home to
appeal to modern buyers. This task can sound
extensive, but you might be surprised at how simple it
can be. Something as easy as installing new flooring
and painting the walls a more flattering color can be
enough to justify a huge increase in listing price.
Typically, this type of flipper will focus on making a
home trendy and universally desirable, so they can get
a lot of buyers bidding on the house.

Flipping is often a very safe investment because you
can sell the property at any time. Even flippers who
get in over their heads can often recoup most
expenses by selling the property to another investor.
When flipping is done right, it provides a very fast
return on your money. Essentially, this investment
form combines the stability of real estate investments
with the impressive returns of other flashier
investments.

Just keep in mind that you need to handle your cash
input very carefully. Take the time to create a budget
before you start. Consider the full cost of repairs,
renovations, and time spent working on the house
before you put in an offer. When pricing the property
to sell, remember that you'll pay a little more in taxes
than you would with a standard house sale. As long as
you take these things into account flipping often
works out well.

02
FLIPPING
HOUSES



Real estate investing doesn't necessarily mean you
need to be juggling multiple properties and buying
and selling things every week. You can actually invest
without making any major changes to your life. How
does this work? The whole idea is to use your own
home as an investment. Statistically, real estate often
works best as a long-term investment. The average
house appreciates about 3.5% to 3.8% each year, so
holding onto a property for a while can let you sell it
for a big gain.

This can be a very convenient form of investment
because you don't have to do much. You just find a
house you like, take out a mortgage, and live in it for a
while. Eventually, you sell the house and cash in on all
the equity you built. This can be a nice way to ensure
you have safe, comfortable housing and also get a good
profit after several years. Using your own home as an
investment also comes with some tax advantages.
Depending on where you live, you might be eligible for
tax exemptions, and as long as you wait a few years to
sell it, you probably won't have to pay capital gains
taxes. There are also some government programs that
can help out first-time homebuyers and reduce the
need for a pricey downpayment.

Just keep in mind that this form of investment doesn't
have as flashy of a profit as other forms of investing.
Real estate prices do increase at a slow, but steady
rate, so you probably won't make hundreds of
thousands of dollars on your sale. Furthermore, you'll
need to remember that other homes in the area will
also be appreciating at similar levels. When you do sell
your home, you might need to downsize or move to a
cheaper area. Otherwise, all your profit can end up
just going into purchasing a comparable house.

For best results when investing in your own house,
you need to choose your house carefully. Homeowners
tend to make the best returns when they select a home
in an "up and coming" part of Hawaii. Instead of paying
top dollar for a home in a desirable area, this
investment strategy focuses on getting a decently
sized home in an area that seems likely to improve
soon. Then when the rest of the neighborhood
becomes trendy, your home prices will soar. Consider
looking for areas like Kapa'a and Ocean Pointe where
prices are still somewhat low but many new residents
are moving in.

You can also invest in your own house by making
repairs and renovations while you live there. Just keep
in mind that homeowners get the biggest return on
investment when making upgrades other people will
want. Later buyers are willing to pay more for a home
with an extra bathroom, but they're less likely to pay a
bunch of extra money for your custom bar or
elaborate, cartoon-themed mural. Statistically, the
home improvements that will give you the best return
on investment are minor bathroom and kitchen
remodels, converting extra space into a bedroom, and
upgrading your landscaping.

03
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If closing real estate deals is your passion, wholesaling
can be a neat investment strategy to try. Wholesaling
is a little unique because it doesn't focus so much on
fixing up homes or selling properties on the standard
real estate market. Instead, this method of investing in
Hawaii real estate lets you go behind the scenes.
Wholesaling real estate involves finding promising
properties and passing them on to other investors. It
lets you focus on the financial side of things without
having to spend a lot of time considering paint colors,
interviewing potential tenants, or worrying about
lawn care.

Wholesaling typically relies on a unique type of
contract called a purchase and sale agreement. This
agreement lets you quickly move properties between
buyers without formally buying and selling the
property. Instead, the contract is basically an
agreement that says you pay a certain amount in
exchange for the right to sell the property to someone
else. The seller retains the title and transfers it to the
final buyer once you locate them. It is possible to use
another method called a double closing where you
purchase the property and then transfer the title
simultaneously, but this can be a little more complex.
Whatever method you pick, be prepared to spend most
of your time

Wholesale deals are one of the fastest and simplest
ways of investing in real estate. Since you are
essentially just passing on contracts to others, you
don't have to bother with preparing properties for sale
or spending a bunch of time comparing competing
offers. Another great thing about wholesaling is that it
is very scalable. The typical wholesaler makes around
$5,000 to $10,000 per transaction, and once you
understand the process, it's easy to buy and sell
multiple homes at once. This can be especially true if
you work with condos, apartments, or the other types
of multifamily housing so popular in Hawaii.

That doesn't mean that this Hawaiian investment
method is entirely stress-free though. Most of the
work for wholesaling is about finding good deals and
lining up the right capital. You have to do your
homework and understand the neighborhood, so you
can find desirable, low-priced homes. It is also
essential to have a secure line of credit in place before
you start. Many traditional lenders aren't interested in
this slightly riskier form of investment, so you can't
just take out a standard mortgage. Instead, you may
need to work with a hard money lender or private
financier instead.

WHOLESALING
DEALS

04



Love the idea of turning run-down homes into
profitable properties but don't have time to do a full
flip? Prehabbing is becoming an increasingly viable
investment opportunity. This investment method
involves buying highly damaged properties and fixing
them up just enough to sell to flippers. It's a very niche
market that is becoming more popular as average
homeowners start getting involved in flipping.

The prehabbing strategy involves finding promising,
but damaged houses for sale. You buy them at a low
price and make some modest changes like clearing
away flood-damaged flooring or cutting back an
overgrown yard. Most prehabbers stick to simple
cosmetic changes like paint, cleaning, and
landscaping, but some will do minor repairs or
demolitions. The goal is to fix up the house just
enough that the average flipper won't look at it and
think, "Yikes, that's way too much work." Then you sell
the house to a flipper who completes all the detailed
work and luxury finishes before selling it for a profit
yet again.

There are many advantages to the prehabbing
strategy. Much like wholesale investments,
prehabbing is fast and low-effort. As long as you have
the funds to get the property upfront, the hard part of
the investment is done. At the same time, you actually
get to interact with individual properties instead of
just buying and selling random homes sight-unseen.
This hands-on interaction allows you to really make
the most of your investments. You have more control
over the project and can enact strategies that result in
major profits for you.

Prehabbing Hawaii homes does have many benefits,
but it also requires you to really understand the
buying and selling process. A good prehabber usually
has a lot of help, so they can efficiently handle large
numbers of purchases and sales. Make sure you have
some trusted real estate agents, contractors, and
lenders to work with. You also need a keen
understanding of the local real estate market if you
want to find properties that will appeal to flippers.
Successful prehabbers usually focus on a specific part
of Hawaii, so they can put their local expertise to good
use. Remember that prehabbing success is all about
speed and risk management. The best prehabbers find
ways to efficiently turnover homes without putting
their money at risk on homes that require costly
repairs.

05
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Pocket listings
also referred to
as off market
listings, are
properties that
are for sale but
aren’t listed on
multiple listing
services (MLS).
Instead, Hawaii
unlisted real
estate is shown
through private
networks only.



Preserves homeowner’s privacy
If a seller is concerned about people knowing where they live or they don’t
want to generate unwanted attention an off market sale can provide them
needed privacy during the sales process. Many celebrities use the off market
route to avoid publicity and attention. But this way of selling a home isn’t just
for the famous, it can also help a seller that is going through a difficult period
such as a divorce and wants to keep the sale out of the public eye.

Tests the market
Some sellers want to test the market and gauge interest in their home by using
an off market listing. Homeowners can get feedback that can be valuable if they
don’t end up going the route of listing their home on the MLS. If the seller
originally asks too much and decides to lower the price before listing on the
MLS, potential buyers won’t see the price change.

Avoids showings, staging, and open houses
By selling off market homeowners can avoid the hassle of open houses and
showings. They won’t have people coming through their house at all hours and
short notice appointment. The seller also doesn’t have to spend extra money on
staging or improvements to the property. Many off market homes are sold as-
is.

Lower sales commission
Since there is only one agent involved in the transaction, there is only one
commission to pay saving the seller money.

Potential for higher offers
In an off market sale buyers know only serious offers will be considered. Buyers
tend to make competitive offers to the seller.

HOW OFF MARKET
LISTINGS HELP

SELLERS



HOW OFF MARKET
LISTINGS HELP

BUYERS
For buyers, off market homes in Hawaii provide access to additional inventory,
an opportunity to save on agent commission, less competition, and additional
privacy.

Access to additional inventory
For starters, buying an off market home in Hawaii gives buyers access to
inventory that other homebuyers aren’t seeing. If you are looking in a partially
popular area, off market listings may be the only way to purchase a home. Off
market listing often happen in ‘hot’ markets where inventory is low or even non
existent.

Saves on commission
Although the seller technically pays the agent’s commission, the cost is usually
accounted for in the listing price of the home. Since the seller only needs to pay
one agent in an off market listing the buyer can take this into account when
making an offer.

Less competition
Hawaii unlisted real estate is primarily only known about by a limited number
of people. So there is less competition meaning the buyer doesn’t have to get
involved in a bidding war. This can take some of the stress out of the home
buying process. Timing can sometimes be more flexible with off market homes.

Privacy
Privacy not only benefits the seller during these transactions but can also
benefit the buyer. Buying off market homes in Hawaii means you can buy the
unlisted real estate without a lot of people knowing.



ARE THERE
AREAS TO
AVOID IN
HONOLULU?

While Hawaii is considered one of the
safer states in the country to live in, there
are still some places in Honolulu that
should be avoided if you want to keep
your family safe. Downtown Honolulu and
Chinatown can both be dangerous at
night. Large crowds tend to gather in
these areas, and they can get rowdy.
Violent crime is still rarer in these areas
than in other parts of the country, but you
are more at risk of being robbed if you
aren’t careful. There are a lot of homeless
people in that area, and they can be
aggressive towards tourists.

Airport, Honolulu, Hawaii should also be
avoided if you’re looking for a place to
settle down on the island. It is ranked as
the worst city in Hawaii to live in. Kalihi-
Palama also has problems with an
increasing crime rate. It is currently 84
percent higher than the national average.

Despite these areas, Hawaii is still a very
safe place to live with a family. This
doesn’t mean that you shouldn’t take
precautions of your own if you plan to
travel there, though. The rate of violent
crime is very low, but property crimes
and theft are still on the rise in some
areas, particularly in high-population
areas and the more dangerous
neighborhoods that we discussed above.
If you plan to travel through Honolulu,
stick to well-lit, populated areas, and try
to travel with a group of people,
especially at night.

If you do plan to settle in Hawaii with
your family and you can afford to do so,
we do highly recommend the five
neighborhoods we discussed above.
Single-family homes can be expensive in
these areas, especially if you plan to live
in Kahala or Aina Haina, but it can be well
worth it to experience all of the beauty
and amenities that these neighborhoods
have to offer. Take this guide into
consideration, but never be afraid to do
your own research to find a home that is
best for you and your family.



FINDING OFF MARKET
PROPERTIES

Now that you know why you should consider
buying an off market home in Hawaii, you need
to know where to look for them. Finding an off
market home requires some homework, time,
networking, and patience.

First, you’ll want to connect with a local agent
who is familiar with buying an off market home
in Hawaii. An agent who isn’t experienced with
off market listings won’t be as proactive or have
the investor pool, the resources, or the initiative
to find homes.
Look for a real estate agent that is familiar with
the neighborhood where you want to buy. If
they have a history of sales in the area they can
be very useful in finding leads on homes.
You’ll want to work with an agent that has
strong relationships in the area and a history of
sales. 

Look for an Agent that can tap into their
network of prior buyers as a source for leads.

Do you have a buyer or an investor pool that
you are currently working with in Hawaii?
How many people in your database are
buyers actively looking for properties?
How long have you been selling real estate
in this area?
How many listings have you had in the area
in the past year?
How much experience do you have with off
market properties?

Builders and contractors. Local builders and
contractors are usually aware of properties
where the investor or homeowner
abandoned the project due to a lack of
finances, these provide great off market
leads. Also, if a builder is constructing a new
home for someone, it usually means that
person is going to have a home to sell when
the new house is complete.
Industry experts. If you will work a high
producing agent they will also have access to
potential leads through mortgage
companies, bankers, home inspectors, title
companies, appraisers, and other industry
contacts. These are all professionals that can
be a great source for potential off market
homes.
Professional organizations. Take into
account organizations where the agent
belongs. You will want to consider an agent
that is a member of professional
organizations such as the the Chamber of
Commerce or other area groups.

You will want to work with an agent that has
strong connections to area people including:

EVALUATE 
AN AGENT’S
EXPERIENCE

EVALUATE 
AN AGENT’S
CONNECTIONS
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What is it? Exchange Timeline

A 1031 exchange is a swap of one real estate investment property for another that allows capital gains
taxes to be deferred. The term—which gets its name from Section 1031 of the Internal Revenue Code (IRC)
—is bandied about by real estate agents, title companies, investors, and soccer moms. Some people even
insist on making it into a verb, as in, “Let’s 1031 that building for another.” 1 IRC Section 1031 has many
moving parts that real estate investors must understand before attempting its use.

An exchange can only be made with like-kind properties, and Internal Revenue Service (IRS) rules limit
its use with vacation properties. There are also tax implications and time frames that may be
problematic. 1 If you are considering a 1031 exchange—or are just curious—here is what you should know
about the rules.

The purpose of a 1031 exchange is to alleviate some of
the burden of paying capital gains tax for a person
who has sold their property. Acquiring or selling
property is always a costly process, and most people
who go through it are looking for a way to make their
finances more manageable after the sale has been
finalized.

That’s why the 1031 Exchange allows these capital
gains taxes from the sale of investment properties to
be deferred as long as those proceeds from that sale
are used to buy a new property. This replacement
piece of property has to fall under certain conditions,
such as being similar enough to the sold property to
be considered a replacement.

One of the key advantages of this exchange is
obviously the amount of money you save on taxes in
the process. If you’re already going to be in the market
for a replacement property once the deal on your
existing property has gone through, it makes all the
difference to have as much capital available for it.

This is also perfect for those who have sold an
investment property and didn’t do as well as they’d
hoped. By using their modest returns on the
investment to help pay for a new similar property,
you’re giving yourself a second chance to make a
significant profit.

Delayed Exchange – With the Delayed Exchange,
you have 180 days after selling one property to
acquire the replacement. 
Reverse Exchange – A Reverse Exchange occurs
when an individual purchases their new property
before the relinquished property has actually been
sold. 
Simultaneous Exchange – Simultaneous Exchange,
as the name suggests, is when both properties
close at the same time.
Improvement Exchange – For the Improvement
Exchange, you are allowed to put exchange funds
towards improving the replacement property
while the title sits with an exchange
accommodation titleholder, or EAT.

The first step in going through this process is meeting
certain qualifications. These exchanges are intended
for real property to real property – the exchange of
personal property is not permitted.

The applicant has to prove that both the property
they’re selling and the one they’re purchasing are
being held for what’s known as “productive use” in
either an investment, trade, or business. The rules of
this exchange prohibit flipping this new property for a
profit, for instance.

Not all exchanges result in a 100% deferral of taxes.
The only way for taxes to be fully deferred is if the
replacement property cost at least as much as what
your previous property was sold for. This cost takes all
customary closing costs into consideration. It’s also
important to remember that reinvestment of both gain
and basis is necessary for these calculations.

Within the 1031 Exchange, there are four distinct
processes, each with their own timeline. These are:

S O L A N A G R O V E R . C OM
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Skipping due diligence and number crunching because you're in a rush
Accepting a deal that looks too good to be true without doing any background checks
Not having backup plans in place such as finding renters if you can't sell your flipped house
Investing too much of your own private funds into business deals
Making emotional decisions like buying a property just because it reminds you of your childhood home
Buying properties at market value instead of looking for hidden gems
Not accounting for hidden costs like renovation expenses or taxes

Hawaii real estate investment can have very impressive returns, but it's not foolproof. When it comes to investing,
you need to remember that you usually get in what you put out. You cannot usually succeed just by tossing money
into a random property. Instead, you need to do your research, find promising opportunities, and do work to make
your investments appealing to others.

The first thing you need to do is learn the basics. If you aren't willing to brush up on local real estate laws, tax laws,
and other industry regulations, you can have problems later on. Don't be afraid to seek out help. Working with
successful agents, taking investment courses, or hiring other professionals can be more effective than attempting
to take a DIY approach. Learning the basics will help you avoid making basic mistakes that could cost you a lot of
money.

Next, you need to create a clear, defined plan. The best Hawaii real estate investors tend to specialize in one area
instead of just throwing a bunch of money around to see what sticks. Carefully consider your strengths and
weaknesses and decide whether you want to prioritize things like renting or flipping homes. You can always
change your mind later on, but goals help you to stay on track instead of getting distracted. Write up a simple
business plan and start looking at real estate in your target area. Before investing any money, carefully run the
numbers and make an estimate of how profitable a project will be. Be realistic with your plan and ensure you don't
end up overleveraged.

Because real estate can lead to such high profits, it tends to attract a lot of people looking to get rich quickly.
However, poor decisions in real estate can lead to major problems down the road. If you want to succeed in Hawaii
real estate investing, avoid making these mistakes.

When you are new to investing in real estate, it is helpful to start small and try a few different techniques. Instead
of risking all your money in a venture you aren't fully comfortable with, try a few small projects that help you get a
feel for Hawaii real estate. This can help you discover which investment styles suit your personality and your
available finances. Once you get more experience, it can be easier to scale up your project and work on bigger
investments. Keep in mind that Hawaii real estate is very closely-knit. Everyone tends to know everyone, so your
reputation and your business networks are key. The best investors avoid treating others poorly or misleading
business partners. Instead, you should try to build a solid reputation and create genuine connections with others
in the industry. Take the time to attend networking events and seek mentorships. This can give you valuable
industry information and provide assistance as you work on your next project.

Ultimately, Hawaii real estate has a lot of very exciting opportunities for motivated investors. This beautiful region
is filled with stunning properties that many people are interested in. As long as you are willing to be patient and do
your research, you can find some great ways to make money from real estate.

https://solanagrover.com/hawaii-real-estate-strategy-call/

